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Plane e ectromagne ic waves
in homogeneous media

In this chapter the notion of plane electromagnetic wave that has turned up in the local
description of the electromagnetic field in the far-field region of the electromagnetic radiation
by extended sources, is generalised to cases where the wave amplitudes are arbitrary functions
of the angular wave vector, not specifically the ones of the type that occurs in the far-field
approximation. The concepts of dispersion equation and wave slowness are introduced for
homogeneous, arbitrarily anisotropic media, with the homogeneous, isotropic medium as a
special case. For the real frequency domain the attenuation and the phase propagation of a plane
wave are discussed.

:27. | Plane waves in the complex frequency domain
In the complex frequency domain plane waves are solutions of the complex frequency-domain
source-free electromagnetic equations (see Equations (24.4-1) and (24.4-2))
-~k,m,pOmnp + ~k,r~r= O,
^

~j,n,ran~r + ~j,pHp = O,

(27.1-1)
(27.1-2)

of the form
exp(-~sXs),
(27.1-3)
in which the amplitudes (or polarisation vectors) {~r,~} and the propagation vector ~s are
independent of x. The factor exp(-~3sXs) is denoted as the propagation factor. Substitution of
Equation (27.1-3) in Equations (27.1-1) and (27.1-2) leads, in view of the relation
(27.1-4)
Orn [exp(-~sXs)] = @m exp(@sXs) ,
{~r,Z2lp} = {~r,]~p}

to

t~k, rn,p~rnhp + Ok, r~r= 0,

(27.1-5)

--~,n,r~n~r + ~j,php = 0.

(27.1-6)

Equations~(27.1-5) and (27.1-6) constitute a homogeneous system of linear algebraic~equations
in ~r and hp, which for arbitrary values of ~)s has only the trivial solution ~r = 0 and hp = 0. For
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a non-trivial solution to exist, ~s must be chosen appropriately. The condition to be put on ~s in
this respect could be found by setting equal to zero the determinant of the system of six linear
algebraic Equations (27.1-5) and (27.1-6), but a more efficient way to find the relevant relation
is to eliminate one of the field quantities and to consider the then resulting system of linear,
algebraic equations. For the elimination of/~p we use (see Equation (27.1-6))

(27.1-7)

hp "- ~,j~,n,r)/ner.

Substitution of this expression in Equation (27.1-5) leads to
(27.1-8)

~.k,m,p~/m~;,j~,n,r~ner + Ok, r~. r = O .

The condition for this system of equations to have a non-trivial solution is that ~s has to satisfy
the determinantal equation
det(ek, rn,pTm~P,jej,n,rTn + 0t~,r)= 0.

(27.1-9)

Similarly, for the elimination of ~r we use (see Equation (27.1-5))
(27.1-10)

~r = -t]r,k ek,m,p~mhp "

Substitution of this expression in Equation (27.1-6) leads to
(27.1-11)

@,n,rYnrlr, k gk, m,p~’mhp + ~j,php : O .

The condition for this system of equations to have a non-trivial solution is that 73s has to satisfy
the determinantal equation
,, ,,-1 ^ ~j.p) O .
det( ~,n,r)’nr]r,k gk, rn,p)~ m + =

(27.1-12)

Both Equations (27.1-9) and (27.1-12) must lead to the same set of admissible values of the
propagation coefficient ~s. From the determinantal equations (27.1-9) and (27.1-12) is clear
that with any admissible value of ~s also @s is an admissible value. This property reduces the
solution space in which admissible values of~)s are to be sought. Equation (27.1-9) and (27.1-12)
are known as the complex frequency-domain plane wave dispersion equations for the
propagation vector.
Once a value for ~)s satisfying Equation (27.1-9) has been chosen, Equation (27.1-8) is used
to determine the corresponding electric-field amplitude vector (or polarisation vector) ~r of the
plane wave. Since the system of Equations (27.1-8) is homogeneous, one is free to choose one
linear relation between the three components of ~r (electric-field normalisation condition).
Similarly, once a value for ?)s satisfying Equation (27.1-12) has been chosen, Equation (27.1-11)
is used to determine the corresponding magnetic-field amplitude vector (or polarisation vector)
@ of the plane wave. Since the system of Equations (27.1-11) is homogeneous, one is free to
choose one linear relation between the three components of hp (magnetic-field normalisation
condition). For a particular value of the propagation coefficient the electric-field polarisation
vector and the magnetic-field polarisation vector are not independent of each other. To exhibit
their relationship, Equation (27.1-7) is rewritten as
~p = f"p,r~r ,

(27.1-13)

in which
Yp,r= ~;,jg, n,r~n

(27.1-14)
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is the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave admittance of the wave, while Equation (27.1-10)
is rewritten as
^

~r= Zr,php ,

(27.1-15)

in which
Zr,p = t]r,k ek,m,p~m

(27.1-16)

is the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave impedance of the wave. Substitution of Equation
(27.1-15) in Equation (27.1-13) leads to
Yp,rZr,p , = r}p,p, .

(27.1-17)

Substitution of Equation (27.1-13) in Equation (27.1-15) leads to
Zr, pYp,r’ = (}r,r"

(27.1-18)

On account of Equations (27.1-17) and (27.1-18) the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave
admittance and the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave impedance are each other’s inverses.
For arbitrary values of 7~s, satisfying Equations (27.1-9) and (27.i-12), the resulting
expressions of the type of Equation (27.1-3) are denoted as non-uniform plane waves.

Plane wave compatibility relations
Upon contracting Equation (27.1-5) with ~k and using the property that ~kt~k,m,p~m - 0, it follows
that
~)k~,r~r = 0.

(27.1-19)

This equation is a compatibility relation for the electric-field polarisation vector.
Similarly, upon contracting Equation (27.1-6) with ?)j and using the property that
~j~,n,r~n = 0, it follows that
^

~j~j,php : O .

(27.1-20)

This equation is a compatibility relation for the magnetic-field polarisation vector.

Uniform plane waves
Uniform plane waves are a subset of the general class of non-uniform plane waves. For a
uniform plane wave the propagation vector is of the special shape
~s=~s,

(27.1-21)

where ~s is a real unit vector that specifies the direction of propagation of the wave. (Since ~s
is a unit vector, we have ~s~s = 1.) Now, ~ is the (scalar) propagation coefficient of the uniform
plane wave. Substitution of Equation (27.1-21) in Equation (27.1-9) yields
^ -1
,,2
det(ek,m,p~m~),jej,n,r~n~/ + 0k, r) = 0.
(27.1-22)
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Substitution of Equation (27.1-21) in Equation (27.1-12) yields
^-1 ^2 ~j,p) O .
(27.1-23)
det(~,n,r~nrlr,kek,m,p~m7 + =
Equations (27.1-22) and (27.1-23) are the dispersion equations for uniform plane waves.
Causality of the wave motion entails the condition that exp(-)9~sXs) should remain bounded as
Ix[--->~ in the half-space where ~sXs > 0. This yields the condition Re()9) > 0 for Re(s) > 0.
Equations (27.1-22) and (27.1-23) clearly indicate that the value of the propagation coefficient
changes with the direction of propagation of the uniform plane wave, a property that is
indicative for the presence of anisotropy.
The expression for the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave admittance reduces for a
uniform plane wave to (see Equation (27.1-14))
Yp,r= ~,j~j,n,r~n~
(27.1-24)
and the expression for the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave impedance reduces for a
uniform plane wave to (see Equation (27.1-16))
Zr,p = r]r,k t~k,m,p~m~’ .

(27.1-25)

For a uniform plane wave the compatibility relation of Equation (27.1-19) for the electric-field
polarisation vector leads to
~kOk, r~.r- 0

(27.1-26)

and the compatibility relation of Equation (27.1-20) for the magnetic-field polarisation vector
leads to
Here, the property has been used that )3 ~ 0 which property follows from the dispersion Equations~ (27.1-22) and (27.1-23) upon using the physical conditions that det(0k, r) 0 and
det(~j,p) : 0, which conditions in their turn follow from the consideration that the complex
frequency-domain constitutive relations of any medium should be uniquely invertible.

Isotropic media
For an isotropic medium we have
~k,r = ~k,r

(27.1-28)

and
~j,p = ~3j,p .

(27.1-29)

With these relations, Equations (27.1-5) and (27.1-6) change into
t~k,m,p~rahp + O~.k= O,

(27.1-30)

(27.1-31)
-~,n,rYner + ~hj = O,
while the compatibilty relations Equations (27.1-19) and (27.1-20) change into
^^

7kek = 0,

(27.1-32)
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(27.1-33)

since ~ ~ 0 and ~ ~: 0. (Equations (27.1-32) and (27.1-33) also follow directly from Equation
(27.1-30) upon contraction with ~/~ and Equation (27.1-31) upon contraction with ~j respectively.) Substituting the expression
(27.1-34)

= ~ Ep,n,r~ner

that follows from Equation (27.1-31), in Equation (27.1-30), and using the property
~k, rn,p~p,n,r -" bk, nbm, r - bk, r~m,n and the compatibility relation of Equation (27.1-32), we end up
with
(-~-l:9m~m + ~)~k = 0.
(27.1-35)
Similarly, substition of the expression ~r-- --~-ll~r,m,p~m~p that follows from Equation (27.130), in Equation (27.1-31), and using the property g.j,n,r~.r,m,p=~j,m~n,p--C}j,pOn, m and the
compatibility relation of Equation (27.1-33), we end up with
(-~l-17n~’n + ~)hj = 0.

(27.1-36)

Both Equations (27.1-35) and (27.1-36) lead to the dispersion relation for non-uniform plane
waves in an isotropic medium
~s~s = ~l~ .

(27.1-37)

For a uniform plane wave (for which Equation (27.1-21) holds), the dispersion relation in an
isotropic medium follows from Equation (27.1-37) as
(27.1-38)

92=~.
The solution of the latter equation is given by
~ = (~)l/z with Re(...)’A > 0 for Re(s) > 0.

(27.1-39)

Equation (27.1-39) clearly shows that for isotropic media the value of the propagation
coefficient is independent of the direction of propagation of the uniform plane wave, a property
that is indicative for the isotropy of the medium and, hence, for the absence of anisotropy.
For uniform plane waves in isotropic media, the tensorial electromagnetic plane wave
admittance attains the form (see Equation (27.1-I4))
~’p,r= ~ep,n,r~n ,
(27.1-40)
in which
~,=~/~=(~/~)l/z with Re(...)’A > 0 for Re(s) > 0

(27.1-41)

is the scalar electromagnetic plane wave admittance, and the tensofial electromagnetic plane
wave impedance attains the form (see Equation (27.1-16))
~r,p "- ~Er, m,p~m ,

(27.1-42)

in which
~=~/~=(~/~)~/2 with Re(...)’A >0 forRe(s)>0

(27.1-43)

is the scalar electromagnetic plane wave impedance. Accordingly, Equations (27.1-30) and
(27.1-31) can now be written as
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k,m,p m p + t k: 0,

(27.1-44)

+=o.

(27.1-45)

Furthermore, the compatibility relations now reduce to (see Equation (27.1-32))
~=0

(27.1-46)

and (see Equation (27.1-33))
~j~tj = O .
(27.1-47)
From Equations (27.1-46) and (27.1-47) it is clear that in an isotropic medium a uniform
electromagnetic plane wave is transverse with respect to its direction of propagation, both in
its electric and its magnetic field strengths.

Exercises
Exercise 27, 1-1
Show by contracting Equation (27.1-8) with ~rT,~ that the dispersion relation for plane
electromagnetic waves in an anisotropic medium can also be written as
^-1 ,,
,,~1
det(r/r ,kek, m,pYm~, jej,n,r 7n + Of,r) -" O .
(27.1-48)
Exercise 27, 1-2
Show by contracting Equation (27.1-11) with ~p~jthat the dispersion relation for plane
electromagnetic waves in an anisotropic medium can also be written as
det(~fi ,jgj, n,r~’nr]r,k gk, m,p~’m + ¢)p’,p) = 0.

(27.1-49)

Exercise 27. 1-3

(a) Show that for an isotropic medium the dispersion relation for uniform plane waves follows
from both Equations (27.1-9) and (27.1-12) as (see also Exercises 27.1 and 27.2)
det(gk, m,p~mgp,n,r~n~ 2 + O~k,r) = 0.

(27.1-50)

(b) Show, by using the relation t~k,m,pt~p,n,r= ~k, nC~m,r- (~k, rC}m,n, that this determinantal
equation can be written as
det [~k~r72 - (~ 2 _ O~)6k;r] = 0,
(27.1-51)
or

=0.

(c)

(27.1-52)
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(72 - 0~)20~ = 0,
or, since ~ 0,
(y2- ~)2 = 0.
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(27.1-53)
(27.1-54)

(This result shows that the 72 = ~ is a double root of the dispersion equation for uniform plane
electromagnetic waves in isotropic media, which fact is indicative for the degeneracy of the
plane wave motion in the sense that two waves with different polarisation vectors can propagate
with the same propagation coefficient.)
Exercise 27,1-4

What is the expression for the scalar electromagnetic plane wave admittance in a homogeneous,
isotropic medium with conductivity a, permittivity e, magnetic loss coefficient F and
permeability
Answer:
I) = [(o" + se)/(F+ sg)]½ with Re(...)~A > 0 for Re(s) > 0.
(27.1-55)
Exercise 27, 1-5

What is the expression for the scalar electromagnetic plane wave impedance in a homogeneous,
isotropic medium with conductivity a, permittivity e, magnetic loss coefficient F and
permeability/z?
Answer:
~- - [(F + stt)/(~r + s~)]½ with Re(...)~A > 0 for Re(s) > 0.
(27.1-56)
Exercise 27.1-6
What is the expression for the scalar electromagnetic plane wave admittance in a homogeneous,
isotropic medium with permittivity e and permeability
Answer:
I~ = (e/#) ½ with (...)~A > O.
(27.1-57)
Exercise 27.1-7
What is the expression for the scalar electromagnetic plane wave impedance in a homogeneous,
isotropic medium with permittivity e and permeability #?
Answer:
(27.1-58)
~ = (#/e) ½ with (...)~A > 0.
Exercise 27, 1-8
Construct the one-dimensional wave solutions of the source-free complex frequency-domain
electromagnetic field equations in a homogeneous, isotropic medium with transverse admittance
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of the medium ~ and longitudinal impedance of the medium ~ by taking the Euclidean reference
frame such that the propagation takes place along the x3-direction. What is the propagation
factor for (a) propagation in the direction of increasing x3, (b) propagation in the direction of
decreasing x3? (c) Express, for the,,tw° cases, the non-vanishing components of/-)p in terms of
the non-vanishing components of Er.
Answers:
(a) propagation factor exp(--~x3),
^

|

(b) propagation factor exp(~x3),
Here, ?3 = (~)½ and Re(...)½ > 0 for Re(s) > 0. (Note that for each of the two cases, two waves
with linearly independent polarisations propagate in the same direction with the same
propagation coefficient. This is consistent with the result of Exercise 27.1-3.)

27.2 Plane waves in lossless media; the slowness surface
In a lossless medium the complex frequ~ency-domain transverse admittance per length ~k,r and
the longitudinal impedance per length ~j,p reduce to
(27.2-1)

Ok, r = sek, r

and
~y,p = s/Uj,p ,

(27.2-2)

respectively, in whic~h ek r andlt.i p are independent of s. Under these circumstances the complex
propagation vector ~’s is written as
(27.2-3)
Ys = sAs ,
in which As is the slowness vector. Substitution of Equations (27.2-1)-(27.2-3) in the dispersion
Equations (27.1-9) and (27.1-12) leads to
-1
det(~k,m,pArn~p,j~,n,rZn -t- ek, r) = 0

(27.2-4)

and
-1
det(9,n,rAner,k gk, m,pAp + Itj,p) = O,

(27.2-5)

respectively, which are the equations to be satisfied by the slowness vector. Note that, although
Equations (27.2-4) and (27.2-5) are independent of s and ek,r and Itj,p (and, hence, eT,,~ and
It)-,pl) are real-valued, As can still be complex-valued. Such complex values ofAs correspond to
non-uniform plane waves.

Uniform plane waves
For a uniform plane wave in a lossless medium the propagation vector is written as
~s = sA~s ,

(27.2-6)
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in which ~s is the (real) unit vector in the direction of propagation of the plane wave (note that
~s~s = 1) and A is the scalar slowness. Substitution of the corresponding expression
As = A~s
(27.2-7)
in Equations (27.2-4) and (27.2-5) yields
-1
2
det(ek,m,pe~mtZp,j~.~,r~nA + ek, r) = 0

(27.2-8)

and
-1
2
det(ej,n,r~ner,kek, m,pepA + ktj,p) = 0,

(27.2-9)

respectively, which equations lead to the same admissible values of A 2.
In the three-dimensional Euclidean slowness space where As = A~s is the position vector,
Equations (27.2-8) and (27.2-9) define a surface that is known as the slowness surface. For the
class of lossless media, the slowness surface characterises geometrically the propagation
properties of uniform plane waves. In particular, the shape of the slowness surface is indicative
for the presence of anisotropy (and the nature of it) in the electromagnetic properties of the
medium. As Equations (27.2-8) and (27.2-9) show, the slowness surface for an anisotropic,
lossless medium is, in general, a three-sheeted surface with point symmetry about A = 0.

Isotropic media
For an isotropic, lossless medium we have
(27.2-10)

ek,r = gdk,r

and
(27.2-11)

/Uj,p = #Oj,p .

For this case, the equation for the complex slowness of a non-uniform plane wave follows from
Equation (27.1-37) as
AsAs = e~,

(27.2-12)

while through substitution of Equation (27.2-6) in Equation (27.1-37) the equation for the
slowness of a uniform plane wave follows as
/12 = e/A.

(27.2-13)

The solution of the latter equation is given by
A=(e/u)~/z with (...)V2 > 0,

(27.2-14)

or

A= l/c,

(27.2-15)

where

c =-1/2

with (...)-lA > 0

(27.2-16)
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Figure 27.2- I Slowness surface (sphere) for uniform plane waves in an isotropic, lossless medium.

is the electromagnetic wave speed. As Equations (27.2-13) and (27.2-15) show, the slowness
surface for an isotropic, lossless medium is a sphere with radius 1/c (Figure 27.2-1).

Exercises
Exercise 27.2-1
Let { O; A1,A2,A3 } be an orthogonal Cartesian reference frame in three-dimensional Euclidean
slowness space. Use Equation (27.2-13) to construct the equation of the spherical slowness
surface.
Answer:
A12 +A22 +A32 =ett = 1/c2.

(27.2-17)

27.3 Plane waves in the real frequency domain; affenuation vector and
phase vector
In the signal processing of electromagnetic wave phenomena extensive use is made of the
highly efficient Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT-)algorithms that apply to the imaginary values
s = joe (j = imaginary unit, re = (real) angular frequency) of the complex frequency s to transform
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wave-field quantities from the time domain to the complex frequency domain, and vice versa.
As a consequence, the corresponding imaginary values of s are of particular interest. Now, for
imaginary values of s, the condition of causality can no longer be easily invoked on the
frequency-domain wave quantities. To control the causality one must always consider the
imaginary values of s as the limiting ones upon approaching, in the complex s plane, the
imaginary axis via the right half Re(s) > 0 of the complex s plane. For s = jo) it is customary to
decompose the complex propagation vector ~3s = ?3s(jO)) into its real and imaginary parts
according to
as(w)

(27.3-1)

where as is the attenuation vector (SI unit: neper/metre (Np/m)), and fls is the phase vector (SI
unit: radian/metre (rad/m)). In view of the property
lexp(-))sXs)l = exp (-asXs),

(27.3-2)

which holds because l exp(-jflsXs)[ = 1, the family of planes {a~R3,x~IR.3;asxs = constant}
defines a set of planes of equal amplitude, while in view of the property
arg [exp(-~sXs)] = -flsXs,

(27.3-3)

which holds because arg[ exp(-asXs)] = 0, the family of planes {]~N.3,x~3;flsxs = constant}
defines a set of planes of equal phase. These two properties elucidate the term "plane wave"
for complex frequency-domain solutions of the electromagnetic field equations of the type
given in Equation (27.1-3).

Uniform plane waves
For a uniform plane wave propagating in the direction of the unit vector ~s we have (see
Equations (27.1-21) and (27.3-1))
as = a~s

(27.3-4)

and
fls= fl~s ,

(27.3-5)

where
a = (scalar) attenuation coefficient (Np/m),
fl = (scalar) phase coefficient (rad/m),
and
~(jc0) = a(co) + jfl(co).

(27.3-6)

For uniform plane waves the set of planes of equal amplitude coincides with the set of planes
of equal phase (Figure 27.3-1).
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Figure 27.3-1 Planes of equal amplitude (--) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a uniform plane
wave in the real frequency domain.

Propagation in an isotropic medium with conductive electric and linear
hysteresis magnetic losses
As a first example we shall discuss the propagation of plane waves in an isotropic medium with
conductive electric and linear hysteresis magnetic losses. For such a medium, we have (see
Equations (26.1-7) and (26.1-8))
~(jco) = a + jcoe

(27.3-7)

and
~(jw) = F + jco/z.

(27.3-8)

Substitution of Equation (27.3-1) in the corresponding dispersion equation (see Equation
(27.1-37)) yields
(as + Jfls)(as + Jfls) = (a + jcoe)(F + jco/z).

(27.3-9)

Separation of Equation (27.3-9) into its real and imaginary parts leads to
asas - fists = aF - co 2g~

(27.3-10)

and

2asfls = ¢o(a!.t + Fs) .
(27.3-11)
From Equation (27.3-10) it is clear that for aF < co2ekt we have asas < flsfls, i.e. phase

propagation is the predominant phenomenon, while for aF > co 2e/z we have asas > flsfls, i.e.
attenuation is the predominant phenomenon. Note that the condition about which of the two
phenomena is predominant, is frequency dependent. Furthermore, Equation (27.3-11) indicates
that asfls ~ 0 for non-zero frequency, since the right-hand side differs from zero for non-zero
frequency. Hence, for the type of medium under consideration, the set of planes of equal
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a

Figure 27.3-2 Planes of equal amplitude (--) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a non-uniform plane
wave in a medium with conductive electric and linear hysteresis magnetic losses in the real frequency
domain.

amplitude is, for non-uniform plane waves, inclined with respect to the set of planes of equal
phase (Figure 27.3-2).
For a uniform plane wave in the type of medium under consideration, substitution of
Equations (27.3-4) and (27.3-5) in Equations (27.3-10) and (27.3-11) leads to
(27.3-12)
and

2aft = w(atz + Is),

(27.3-13)

where the property ~s~s = 1 has been used. Since a must be non-negative in view of the
condition of causality, Equation (27.3-13) indicates that/3 ~ 0 for co ~ 0. After some algebraic
manipulations we obtain (see Exercise 27.3-1)
-

+

(27.3-14)

and
1 (-~yF + co2Efl + {(off )2+ 092 I(o.fl)2 + (F/~)2] + o)4(t~fl)2 }~)] ~2

for co ,~ 0,

(27.3-15)

in which all square root expressions are non-negative. For very low and very high frequencies
these results yield the asymptotic representations
a ~ (oF)½ and

a/~+
2(0/-’)1/2

as Icol~0

(27.3-16)
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and

and /~ ~ c0(~#)½ as Icol-~oo

(27.3-17)

respectively, where it has been assumed ~at oF ~ 0. To put the results in a no~alised fo~,
we in~uce ~e cfiticN angular frequency of the conductive elecNc losses mc and the
angul~ frequency of ~e line~ hysteresis magnetic losses mh via
~c = ~/~
and

(27.3-18)

~ = F/~ ,

(27.3-19)

and w~te
a = (~ ~z ~,

(27.3-20)

fl = (a~ ~/~ ~

(27.3-21)

~d
~ = ~/(~c~) %,

(27.3-22)

where ff is ~e norm~ised attenuation c~fficient, ~ is the no~alised phase coe~cient, and
~ is ~e no~alised angul~ frequency. In terms of ~ese quantities, ~uations (27.3-12) and
(27.3-13) become
a-2-~2

= 1 - ~2

and

(27.3-23)

/~~,.)’~h"~]

2ff~=~ +~c) ’

(27.3-24)

wi~ the solution (see ~uations (27.3-14) and (27.3-15))
~4~ ~/~

and

~e asymptotic representations ~uation (27.3-16) and (27.3-17) become in ~eir no~Nised
fo~

(%l~h) ~

(27.3-27)

and
1 [(COc/COh) 1//2 "l- (COh/C0c)

and/~ - c~ as Ic l oo.

¯ Figure 27.3-3 shows t~ and/~ as a function of c~ with tOe/C0h as a parameter.

(27.3-28)
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~

3
2
1
0
normalised angular frequency --~

27-3-3(b)

6
5

normalised angular frequency

F_~gure 27.3-3 Normalised attenuation coefficient ff = a/(al’)~ and normalised phase coefficient
fl = fl/(crl-’)’A as a function of normalised angular frequency ~ = to/(toetoh)½ with toJtoh as a parameter
for a uniform plane wave in an isotropic medium with conductive electric and linear hysteresis magnetic
losses (toe = or/e, toh = F/~u). (--): toc/toh = 1; (- - -): toe/toh = 4; ( ..... ): toe/toh = 9.

Propagation in an isotropic medium with conductive electric losses only
As a second example we shall discuss the propagation of plane waves in an isotropic medium
with conductive electric losses only. For such a medium, we have (see Equations (24.4-7) and
(24.4-8))
O(jco) = a + jcoe
and

(27.3-29)
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~(jco) =jco/z.

(27.3-30)

Substitution of Equation (27.3-1) in the corresponding dispersion equation (see Equation
(27.1-37)) yields
(as + J/3s)(as + J/3s) = (o + joge)j~o~.

(27.3-31)

Separation of Equation (27.3-31) into its real and imaginary parts leads to
°tsas - fls/3s = -09 2~kt

(27.3-32)

and
2~Zs/3s = coa#.

(27.3-33)

From Equation (27.3-32) it is clear that we have asas </3s!3s i.e. phase propagation is, for all
frequencies, the predominant phenomenon. Furthermore, Equation (27.3-33) indicates that
cts~s : 0 for non-zero frequency, since the right-hand side differs from zero for non-zero
frequency. Hence, for the type of medium under consideration, the set of planes of equal
amplitude is, for non-uniform plane waves, inclined with respect to the set of planes of equal
phase (Figure 27.3-4).
For a uniform plane wave in the type of medium under consideration, substitution of
Equations (27.3-4) and (27.3-5) in Equations (27.3-32) and (27.3-33) leads to
2 2
a 2-/3
=-o9 ekt

(27.3-34)

and

2ai~ = cocr/z,
(27.3-35)
=
where the property ~s~s 1 has been used. Since ct must be non-negative in view of the condition
of causality, Equation (27.3-35) indicates that fl ~ 0 for o~ ~ 0. After some algebraic
manipulations we obtain (see Exercise 27.3-5)

Figure 27.3-4 Planes of equal amplitude (w) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a non-uniform plane
wave in a medium with conductive electric losses only in the real frequency domain.
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(27.3-36)
and
for co ~ 0,

(27.3-37)

in which all square root expressions are non-negative. For very low and very high frequencies
these results yield the asymptotic representations
as co---~_+0
(27.3-38)
a - (I co l/~r/2)~/2 and fl ~ +(Io)lt~r/2)~L
and
a ~ (tr/2)(tz/e)~A and fl ~ ~o(e/z) 1’/2

as Icol--*"",

(27.3-39)

respectively, where it has been assumed that ~r ~ 0. To put the results in a normalised form, we
introduce the critical angular frequency of the conductive electric losses coc via
coc = ~r/e
and write

(27.3-40)

a = ~(#le)V2 if,

(27.3-41)

fl "- O’(~/21e) 1/2/~

(27.3-42)

and
~ = oo/coc,

(27.3-43)

where ff is the normalised attenuation coefficient,/~ is the normalised phase coefficient, and
~ is the normalised angular frequency. In terms of these quantities, Equations (27.3-34) and
(27.3-35) become
if2--/~2 = --0~ 2

(27.3-44)

and
2~7/~ = ~,

(27.3-45)

with the solution (see Equations (27.3-36) and (27.3-37))
ff :I ½ (-cY92 + {~2 + ~4}l/2) ] ’/2

(27.3-46)

and
/~ : +c~ [½ (1 + {~-2 + 1 } 1/2) ]~/z.

(27.3-47)

The asymptotic representations ~uation (27.3-38) and (27.3-39) become in ~eir no~ised
fo~
(27.3-48)
ff - (1~112) ~/~ and ~ - £(~112)~/z as I~1~
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and
1 and

(27.3-49)

Figure 27.3-5 shows

Propagation in a Iossless isotropic medium
As a third example we shall discuss the propagation of plane waves in a lossless isotropic
medium. For such a medium, we have (see Equations (24.4-7) and (24.4-8))
~(jo)) =jwe

(27.3-50)

and
~(jog) = jo)/~.

(27.3-51)

Substitution of Equation (27.3-1) in the corresponding dispersion equation (see Equation
(27.1-37)) yields
(as + J/3s)(as + J/3s) = e/.z.
Separation of Equation (27.3-52) into its real and imaginary parts leads to

(27.3-52)

asas - flsfls = -o) 2g~
and

(27.3-53)

2asfls = 0.

(27.3-54)
From Equation (27.3-53) it is clear that we have asas < flsfls, i.e. phase propagation is, for all
frequencies, the predominant phenomenon. Furthermore, Equation (27.3-54) indicates that
asfls = 0 for all frequencies. Hence, for the type of medium under consideration, the set of planes
of equal amplitude is, for non-uniform plane waves, perpendicular to the set of planes of equal
phase (Figure 27.3-6).
For a uniform plane wave in the type of medium under consideration, substitution of
Equations (27.3-4) and (27.3-5) in Equations (27.3-53) and (27.3-54) leads to
22

2

a -/3 =-09 e#

(27.3-55)

and
2aft = 0,
(27.3-56)
where the property ~s~s = 1 has been used. These equations have as their only solution
a=0

(27.3-57)

and
/3 -" W(e~/,t)1’/2,

(27.3-58)

in which the square root expression is positive. Hence, in the lossless medium there is no
attenuation and the phase coefficient varies linearly with the angular frequency.
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Fjgure 27.3-5 Normalised attenuation coefficient ff = a/a(#le)~ and normalised phase coefficient
fl = fl/a(/x/e)~ as a function of normalised angular frequency b = to/toe for a uniform plane wave in an
isotropic medium with conductive electric losses only (toe = a/e).

Propagation in a collisionless electron plasma in a vacuum background
As a fourth example we shall discuss the propagation of plane waves in a collisionless electron
plasma in a vacuum background. For such a medium, we have (see Equations (24.4-13) and
(24.4-14))
r~(j¢o) = jo)e0 1and

(27.3-59)
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Figure 27.3-6 Planes of equal amplitude (--) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a non-uniform plane
wave in a lossless medium in the real frequency domain.

~(jog) = jogkt0.

(27.3-60)

Substitution of Equation (27.3-1) in the corresponding dispersion equation (see Equation
(27.1-37)) yields
= e0~
(as + jfls)(as + Jfls)
_o92
0 1-o9p2e)

(27.3-61)

092) ’

Separation of Equation (27.3-61) into its real and imaginary parts leads to
=

e0#0 1-

(27.3-62)

and
2asfls = 0.

(27.3-63)

From Equation (27.3-62) it is clear that we have asas > fists for Iogl < %~, i.e. attenuation is,
for all frequencies below the electron plasma frequency, the predominant phenomenon, while
asas < fists for I ogl > ogpe, i.e. phase propagation is, for all frequencies above the electron plasma
frequency, the predominant phenomenon. Furthermore, Equation (27.3-63) indicates that
asfls = 0 for all frequencies. Hence, for the type of medium under consideration, the set of planes
of equal amplitude is, for non-uniform plane waves, perpendicular to the set of planes of equal
phase (Figure 27.3-7).
For a uniform plane wave in the type of medium under consideration, substitution of
Equations (27.3-4) and (27.3-5) in Equations (27.3-62) and (27.3-63) leads to
a 2_fl2 =-co
e0~0 12

(27.3-64)
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Figure 2 7.3- 7 Planes of equal amplitude (--) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a non-uniform plane
wave in a collisionless electron plasma in a vacuum background in the real frequency domain.

and

2aft =0,

(27.3-65)

where the property ~s~s = 1 has been used. Since a must be non-negative in view of the
condition of causality, the solution of these equations is given by

for 0 ~<1~ol ~<~Ope,
(27.3-66)
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0

for 0 <1~ol ~%e,
(27.3-67)

for %e < Iwl < ~,
in which all squ are r oot exp r ession s are non-negative. For very low and very high fr equ en cies
theseresultsyieldtheasymptoticrepresentations
(27.3-68)
a ~ 09pe(e0/z0)1A and /3 = 0 as Icol-->0
and
a = 0 and /3 ~ cO(eokt0)~/2 as Iwl--->~,
respectively. To put the results in a normalised form, we write
a = Wpe(e0/zO) a,
fl = COpe(eol.tO) 1/z~

(27.3-69)
(27.3-70)
(27.3- 71)

and
~ = oo/r.Ope,
(27.3-72)
where ff is the normalised attenuation coefficient,/~ is the normalised phase coefficient, and
~ is the normalised angular frequency. In terms of these quantities, Equations (27.3-64) and
(27.3-65) become
t~2_/~2= --(0~ 2_ 1)

(27.3-73)

and
2ff/~= 0,

(27.3-74)

with the solution (see Equations (27.3-66) and (27.3-67))
a=

’
0
for
1
<
I~1
<
{ (1 - ~2)~/2 for 0 ~< I~l ~< 1~

(27.3-75)

..~ -2,0
for 0 < I~l < 1,
f u~.l-~)½ for 1

(27.3-76)

and

The asymptotic representations Equation (27.3-68) and (27.3-69) become in their normalised
form
(27.3-77)
if- 1 and /~ = 0 as I~1--*0
and
ff = 0 and /~- ~ as I~l-~o~.
Figure 27.3-8 shows ~ and

(27.3-78)
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Fjgure 27.3-8 Normalised attenuation coefficient ff = a/(ope(eo/Uo)~/2 and normalised phase coefficient
fl = fl/(ooe(eotto) 2 as a function of normalised angular frequency ~o = o)/(ot~ for a uniform plane wave in
a collisi6nless electron plasma in a vacuum background ((ope = electron plasma angular frequency).

Prol~agation in a dielectric with a Lorentzian absorption line
As a fifth example we shall discuss the propagation of plane waves in a dielectric medium with
a Lorentzian absorption line. For such a medium, we have (see Equation (24.4-40))
O(j~o) =j+++O 1-+ ~ -j+r-

and
~(jco) = jcott0.

+02 +%~/3

(27.3-80)
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Substitution of Equation (27.3-1) in the corresponding dispersion equation (see Equation
(27.1-37)) yields
(~Zs + Jfls)(°~s + Jfls) =-co2eOl’to
2 2 + cop2/3
’
co -jcoF-coO
Separation of Equation (27.3-81) into its real and imaginary parts leads to
-

=-09 eo#0 1 -

2 COg 09o2/3)2

(27.3-82)

and
co?vcoF
2as/3s = co 2eO~O

(co2_ co° + cope/3)2 +

(27.3-83)

For all cases met in practice, cop << coo and F/2 < (09o2 - COp2/3)~/2. From Equation (27.3-82) it
then follows that except for values of the angular frequency co in the neighbourhood of the
angular resonant frequency co0, we have c~sas < fists, i.e. for all frequencies away from the
resonant frequency of the atomic system, phase propagation is the predominant phenomenon.
Furthermore, Equation (27.3-83) indicates that, for the type of medium under consideration,
the set of planes of equal amplitude is, for non-uniform plane waves, inclined with respect to
the set of planes of equal phase (Figure 27.3-9).
For a uniform plane wave in the type of medium under consideration, substitution of
Equations (27.3-4) and (27.3-5) in Equations (27.3-82) and (27.3-83) leads to
a

= -co e0/z0 1 - (092- cog + COp2/3)2+ 09 2F 2J

(27.3-84)

and
2

2
2~fl=09e0/z

0

C.Opt.0F

+

+

(27.3-85)

where the property ~s~s = 1 has been used. From these equations, ct and/3 can be solved. The
expressions are rather cumbersome and are not reproduced here. In a normalised form, graphs
of a and/3 as a function of angular frequency will be given. To this end, we write
1/2_
(27.3-86)
a = co0(e0/Zo) ~,
/3 = co0(e0~0)"/9 ,

(27.3-87)

and
c~ = co/co0,

(27.3-88)

where ff is the normalised attenuation coefficient,/~ is the normalised phase coefficient, and
c~ is the normalised angular frequency, whereas
[-" = Flcoo
will occur as a normalised damping coefficient and

(27.3-89)
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Figure 27.3-9 Planes of equal amplitude (--) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a non-uniform plane
wave in a dielectric with a Lorentzian absorption line in the real frequency domain.

(~p = COp/O)o.

(27.3-90)

as a normalised angular plasma frequency. In terms of these quantities, Equations (27.3-84) and
(27.3-85) become
t~2_/~2 = --0~ 2 1 (~2 _ 1 + C~p213)2 + ~2/~2

(27.3-91/

and
(27.3-92)
(~ 2 _ 1 + &p2/3)2 + C3 2/~2 ’

Figure 27.3-10 shows t2 and/~ as a function of c~.

Propagation in an isotropic metal conductor
As a sixth example we shall discuss the propagation of plane waves in an isotropic metal
conductor. For such a medium, we have (see Equations (24.4-13) and (24.4-14))
2
O(j(o) --.e0Ogpe + jc0e0

jro+vc

(27.3-93)

and
~(jco) = jog/~0.

(27.3-94)
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normalised plasma angular frequency = 0.5
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Flgur~ 27.3-| 0 Normalised attenuation coefficient ff = a/too(~o!,o)½ and normalised phase coefficient/5 =/5/too(~o!Zo)a/2 as a function of normalised angular frequency ~ = to/to0 for a unifo_rkn plane wave
in a dielectric with a Lorentzian absorption line with normalized damping coefficient F = 1/toO and
normalised plasma angular frequency ~. = top/too. (~): top/too = 0.5, F/too = 0.1; (- - -): top/too = 0.5,
[’/too = 0.2; ( ..... ): top/too = 0.5, F/toO = (~.5.

Substitution of Equation (27.3-1) in the corresponding dispersion equation (see Equation
(27.1-37)) yields
1.
eObt0 1 +_~o2+j~OVc
(as + Jfls)(as + Jfls)=-c°2

(27.3-95)
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Separation of Equation (27.3-95) into its real and imaginary parts leads to
a~a s _ /3 s/3 s = _co2e0#o

cope

1-

092+

(27.3-96)

and
2

= e0/.t0 w(co2 + vc2)

(27.3-97)

Now,
a good
conductor
certainly
v¢ co
< co~
and usually
cope.
these
followsforfrom
Equation
(27.3-96)
that for
2 < cop2
have
asasUnder
>/3s/3s,
i.e.conditions
attenuationit
c ,~
e _ ve2 vwe
is the predominant phenomenon, while for co 2 > co~ _ re2 we have asas </3s/3s, i.e. phase
propagation is the predominant phenomenon. Furthermore, Equation (27.3-97) indicates that
as/3s # 0 for non-zero frequency. Hence, for the type of medium under consideration, the set of
planes of equal amplitude is, for non-uniform plane waves, inclined with respect to the set of
planes of equal phase (Figure 27.3-11).
For a uniform plane wave in the type of medium under consideration, substitution of
Equations (27.3-4) and (27.3-5) in Equations (27.3-96) and (27.3-97) leads to
a2- :-co2eo/z0 1- o92 + .cZj

(27.3-98)

and
2
Vccope
2a/3 = co 2g0k/0 co(co2
+ 1~c2)’

(27.3-99)

where the property ~s~s = I has been used. Since a must be non-negative in view of the condition
of causality, Equation (27.3-99) indicates that/3 ~ 0 for co ~ 0. From these equations, a and/3
can be solved. The expressions are rather cumbersome and are not reproduced here. In a
normalised form, graphs of a and/3 as a function of angular frequency will be given. To this
end, we write
a = Vc(e0/~o)~’2ff,
(27.3-100)
/3 = Vc(e0/~0
,
(27.3-101)
and

~o = colvc ,
(27.3-102)
where c7 is the normalised attenuation coefficient,/~ is the normalised phase coefficient, and
r5 is the normalised angular frequency, whereas
if)pc = cope/Vc
(27.3-103)
will occur as a normalised angular plasma frequency. In terms of these quantities, Equations
(27.3-98) and (27.3-99) become
r72-fi2=-c~2 1-N2+ 1)
and

(27.3-104)
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Figure 27.3-11 Planes of equal amplitude (~) and planes of equal phase (- - -) of a non-uniform
plane wave in a metal conductor in the real frequency domain.
_2
2~j~ = 0~ 2 COpe

¢,’(ch2 + 1)’
Figure 27.3-12 shows t2 and/~ as a function of c~.

(27.3-105)

Exercises
Exercise 27.3-1
Derive Equations (27.3-14) and (27.3-15) from Equations (27.3-12) and (27.3-13). (Hint:
Derive expressions for a2 and f12 from Equation (27.3-12) and the sum of the squared versions
of Equations (27.3-12) and (27.3-13).)
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Figure 27.3-12 Normalised attenuation coefficient ff = a/ve(eoPo)1/2 and normalised phase coefficient
fl = fl/vc(eoPo)½ as a function of normalised angular frequency ~ = w/vc for a uniform plane wave in a
metal conductor with normalised plasma angular frequency Dpe = Ogpe/~c. (~): ogpe/ve = 0.25; (- - -):
0)pe/gc = 0.50; ( ..... ): Opel% = 0.75.
Exercise 27,3-2

Derive the asymptotic representations given in Equations (27.3-16) and (27.3-17) from
Equations (27.3-14) and (27.3-15) and check that the result is in accordance with Equations
(27.3-12) and (27.3-13).
Exercise 27.3-3
Derive Equations (27.3-25) and (27.3-26) from Equations (27.3-14) and (27.3-15) by using
Equations (27.3-20)-(27.3-22).
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Exercise 27, 3-4
Derive Equations (27.3-27) and (27.3-28) from Equations (27.3-16) and (27.3-17) by using
Equations (27.3-20)-(27.3-22).
Exercise 27, 3-5
Derive Equations (27.3-36) and (27.3-37) from Equations (27.3-34) and (27.3-35). (Hint:
Derive expressions for a2 and r2 from Equation (27.3-34) and the sum of the squared versions
of Equations (27.3-34) and (27.3-35).)
Exercise 27.3-6

Derive the asymptotic representations given in Equations (27.3-38) and (27.3-39) from
Equations (27.3-36) and (27.3-37) and check that the result is in accordance with Equations
(27.3-34) and (27.3-35).
Exercise 27.3-7
Derive Equations (27.3-46) and (27.3-47) from Equations (27.3-36) and (27.3-37) by using
Equations (27.3-40)-(27.3-42).
Exercise 27. 3-8
Derive Equations (27.3-48) and (27.3-49) from Equations (27.3-38) and (27.3-39) by using
Equations (27.3-40)-(27.3-42).

:27.4 Time-domain uniform plane waves in an isotropie, lossless medium
Time-domain uniform plane waves in an isotropic, lossless medium are solutions of the
source-free electromagnetic field equations (see Equations (18.3-11) amd (18.3-12), and
Equations (19.1-4) and (19.1-5))
-~k,m,p~raHp + ~tEk = 0,

(27.4-1)

ej,n,r~nEr + kt~tHj = 0,

(27.4-2)

of the form
{Ek,Hj} = { ek, hj}(t - A~sxs),
(27.4-3)
in which ~s is the unit vector in the direction of propagation of the wave, A is its slowness, and
el~(t) and hi(t) are the time-domain polarisation vectors ("signatures") of the electric field
strength El: and the magnetic field strength/-~, respectively. Substitution of Equation (27.4-3)
in Equations (27.4-1) and (27.4-2) leads, in view of the relation
~rn{ ek, hj }(t - A~sxs) = -A~mOt{ ek, hj }(t - A~sxs) ,

(27.4-4)
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to

AEk, m,p~m~thp + e~tek = O,

(27.4-5)

-Al~,n,r~n~ter + #t~thj = O .

(27.4-6)

Since Equations (27.4-5) and (27.4-6) have to be satisfied for all values of t at each position x
of the source-free domain under consideration, all components .of Otel~ and 3thj must have a
common pulse shape. In view of this, and of the condition of causality by which e/~ and hj have
the value zero prior to some instant in the finite past, all components of ek and hj must have a
common pulse shape. In view of this, Equation (27.4-3) is replaced by
{ Ebt-1j} = { elohj }a(t - A~sxs),

(27.4-7)

where {elvhj} are now the time-independent polarisation vectors of {Ek,Hj}, and a(t) is the
somehow normalised pulse shape of the wave motion. With Equation (27.4-7), Equations
(27.4-5) and (27.4-6) reduce to
ZEk,m,p~mhp ÷ eek --" 0,

(27.4-8)

-A~,n,r~ner + t~hj = O .

(27.4-9)

Contraction of Equation (27.4-8) with ~k leads, in view of the relation ~kgk, m,p~m = 0, to the
compatibility relation
~kek = 0 ;

(27.4-10)

contraction of Equation (27.4-9) with ~j leads, in view of the relation ~j~,n,r~n "-0, to the
compatibility relation
~jhj = O .

(27.4-11)

Substituting the expression
hp = /z-lA~.p,n,r~ner

(27.4-12)

that follows from Equation (27.4-9), in Equation (27.4-10) and using the property t~k,m,pEp,n,r =
~k,n~m,r- ~k,r(~rn,n together with the compatibility relation of Equation (27.4-10), we end up
with
(A 2 _ e/z)etc = 0.
(27.4-13)
Similarly, substituting the expression
-1
er =-e Er, ra,p~rahp

(27.4-14)

that follows from Equation (27.4-8), in Equation (27.4-9) and using the property ~j,n,rg.r,m,p =
~j,mOn,p- (~j,pOn,m together with the compatibility relation of Equation (27.4-11), we end up
with
(A 9. _ elz)hj = 0.
(27.4-15)
Both, Equations (27.4-13) and (27.4-15), lead to the equation that the slowness must satisfy,
viz.
A z = e/z,
with the solution

(27.4-16)
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with (...)½ > 0, "

(27.4-17)

or

A = 1/c,

(27.4-18)

where
c = (eft)-½ with (...)-½ > 0

(27.4-19)

is the electromagnetic wave speed for a wave propagating in the direction of ~s, i.e. for a wave
whose spatial argument A~sxs increases along ~s. For the value of A as given by Equation
(27.4-17), Equations (27.4-8) and (27.4-9) can be rewritten as
gk, m,p~mhp + Yek = 0,

(27.4-20)

-~,n,r~ner + Zhj = O,

(27.4-21)

in which
Y = (e/t01/2 with (...) 1/2 > 0
is the scalar plane wave admittance of the wave and
Z = (/z/e) ½ with (...) ½ > 0

(27.4-22)
(27.4-23)

is the scalar plane wave impedance of the wave.
From the compatibility relations of Equations (27.4-10) and (27.4-11) it is clear that in an
isotropic lossless medium the electric field strength and the magnetic field strength of a uniform
plane wave are transverse with respect to the direction propagation.
For the Poynting vector (see Equation (21.3-8))
(27.4-24)

Ss = es,k, jEk!~

of the uniform plane wave, two alternative expressions can be obtained from Equations (27.4-7),
(27.4-20) and (27.4-21). First, upon contracting Equation (27.4-20) with es,k, jhj and using the
identity es, k, jek, m,p = -6s,mdj, p + 6s,p6j, m together with the compatibility relation ~mhm = 0, we
obtain
Ss =ceEkE~s.

(27.4-25)

Secondly, upon contracting Equation (27,4-21) with es,k, jek and using the identity Es,k,j~,n,r =
Os,ndk, r - ds,rdk,n together with the compatibility relation ~nen = 0, we obtain
(27.4-26)

Ss = cluI-~I~s.

Upon comping ~uafion (27.4-25) wi~ Equation (27.4-26), we conclude that
(27,4-27)
g1 eE~E~ = ~ ~ ,
i,e. ~e volume density of elec~c field energy is equal to the volume density of magnetic field
energy in the unifo~ plane wave, Using ~is in ~uation (27.4-24), we can write
Ss = C ~EkEk + ~

~s.

(27.4-28)

~is result leads to ~e picture ~at for a unifo~ plane electromagnetic wave in an isotopic,
lossless me.urn, ~e Poynting vector ca~es the sum of the volume densities of elec~c field
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energy and magnetic field energy, with the electromagnetic wave speed, in its direction of
propagation.

Exercises

Exercise 27,4-1

Construct the one-dimensional wave solutions of the source-free time-domain electromagnetic
field equations in a homogeneous, isotropic and lossless medium with permittivity e and
permeability/z by taking a Cartesian reference frame such that the propagation takes place along
the x3-direction. Assume that only E1 differs from zero and write down the expression for E1
for (a) propagation in the direction of increasing x3, (b) propagation in the direction of
decreasing x3. Express, for the two cases, the non-vanishing components of/-/] in terms of E1.
Answer:
1

(a) /~1 =ela(t-x3/c), H2=(~[bt)V2E1;
(b) E1 = ela(t + x3/c), It2 = -(~//z)½E1.

Here, c = (~/~)-1/2.
Exercise 27,4-2

Construct the one-dimensional wave solutions of the source-free time-domain electromagnetic
field equations in a homogeneous, isotropic and lossless medium with permittivity e and
permeability/z by taking a Cartesian reference frame such that the propagation takes place along
the x3-direction. Assume that only E:z differs from zero and write down the expression for E2
for (a) propagation in the direction of increasing x3, (b) propagation in the direction of
decreasing x3. Express, for the two cases, the non-vanishing components of Hj in terms of E:z.
Answer:

(a) E2 = e:za(t- x3/c), H1 = --(e//z) E2;
I

(b) E~ = e2a(t + x3/c), n1 = (~l/t) ~AE2.
Here, c = (e/~)-IA.
Exercise 27.4-3
Determine the value of (a) the plane wave impedance Z0, (b) the plane wave admittance YO in
VaCtlO.

Answer
(a) Z0 = 376.73031 ohm; (b) Y0 = 2.6544187 x 10-3 siemens.
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Exercise 27.4-4

For a uniform plane wave, periodicity in time entails periodicity in space. Let T denote the time
period of the wave and let f= 1/Tbe its (fundamental) frequency. Show, with the aid of Equation
(27.4-7) that the spatial period ~ in the direction of propagation of the wave is related to T orf
via
~ = cT = c/f.

(27.4-29)

(The quantity ;~ is denoted as the wavelength of the time-periodic plane wave.)
Exercise 27.4-5
Determine the wavelength of a time-periodic plane electromagnetic wave in vacuo (co = 3 x
108 m/s) if this wave has a frequency of (a)f= 1 Hz, (b)f= 1 kHz, (c)f= 1 MHz, (d)f= 1 GHz,
and (e) f= 1 THz.
Answers: (a) 2 = 300 Mm, (b) 2 = 300 km, (c) ~ = 300 m, (d) 2 = 300 mm, (e) 2 = 300 !.tm.

